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Is there anything malware related in this talk?

NO

This is like the “skateboarding dog” at the end of the news. 
Totally not relevant, but probably funny …



Questions

Hands up if you know something about blockchain

Hands up if you have ever tried to explain Bitcoin to your 
parents/colleagues/kids

Hands up if it ended: “it is complicated”

Hands up if you have ever interacted with a Smart Contract



Why am I talking about this?

ITSEC folks laugh about Blockchain a lot
They believe it is 

not happening
not important
not working

Bad news: it is happening!
Trust me, this is an important topic
I will calculate losses in Lamborghinis – 200K USD



So who am I to talk about this topic? I don’t give advice 
on investing/ 
selling/ HODLing
cryptocurrencies





Smart Contracts

Assume you have a basic understanding of 
cryptocurrencies in general

Let’s take a deep dive into Smart Contracts

Bitcoin is also capable of doing Smart 
Contracts

Ethereum YAC (Yet Another 
Cryptocurrency) was designed for Smart Contracts 



Smart Contracts

You want to sign and get a countersign of the 
contract

carve the contract into stone
contracts carved into the stone 
cannot be modified

In the smart contract world, the stone is the 
blockchain

it is powered by the time and 
energy spent on solved math 
challenges

Code is universal



Ethereum Virtual Machine

Bytecode: it is not a machine code, thus you need a VM to execute it

Solidity: compile JavaScript-like code into EVM bytecode

Source code can be published - creates trust

Solidity source code compiles into the same bytecode (reproducible)

At least with the same parameters and same compiler version







Code can be hacked

Smart contracts are code









The DAO: Recursive call + race condition 

June 18th, 2016

Attacker transfers Ether worth $250 million from DAO

That is 1250 Lamborghinis

Reentrancy at the splitDAO function



The DAO hack

You can interrupt the bank teller while 
he is giving you money

The bank teller only updates your 
balance at the end



The DAO hack …

// INSECURE  --- this is not DAO code, but similar so it is easy to understand

function withdrawBalance() public { // 1st line

uint amountToWithdraw = userBalances[msg.sender]; // 2nd line

require(msg.sender.call.value(amountToWithdraw)()); // 3rd line. At this point, the caller's code is 
executed, and can call withdrawBalance again

userBalances[msg.sender] = 0; // 4th line

}





The solution?

Rewrite the past and pretend it didn’t happen

Attacker got away with his ETH Classic

worth $67.4 million – 337 Lambos





Multi-signature wallets

“Captain planet, the world’s first multi-factor authentication” © dnet



Shared vulnerable library + reinit - 2017 July 20

$31M stolen – 155 Lambos

A lot more was in danger, but good guys were faster

Lot of shared libraries exists in the blockchain

Save gas

Contracts now share the same vulnerabilities

Parity multi-signature wallets



Teh code

NON LIBRARY CODE

function() payable {  // someone called a function we don’t have? 
if (msg.value > 0) // some ether is sent
...

else if (msg.data.length > 0) //ether is not sent, but some data is
_walletLibrary.delegatecall(msg.data); //let’s check if we can execute this code via shared 

library
}

● If the method name is not defined on this contract…
● And there’s no ether being sent in the transaction…
● And there is some data in the message payload…

for whatever method that calls DELEGATECALL, it will call the same method on the contract you're 
delegating to, but using the context of the current contract



Teh library codez

function initWallet(address[] _owners, uint _required, uint _daylimit) {  
//the shared library has initWallet and it is public !

initDaylimit(_daylimit);
initMultiowned(_owners, _required);

}

initWallet is not in the non-library code, but is called in the shared library



So some random guys don’t know how to code 
Smart Contracts …



Fixing the Parity bug
Parity fixed previous bug

and introduced a new one

Library contract was not initialized properly. That allowed anyone to turn the library 
contract into a multi-sig wallet



The next Parity hack

November 2017 - $300M lost – 1500 Lambos

@devops199 “accidentally” called initWallet() 

method to own the library 

@devops199 “accidentally” called kill() method 

to self-destruct it 

It was planned to be fixed – forking EIP-999. Community voted no



Conclusion

Blockchain, Ethereum, Smart Contracts are here to hack

Writing secure Smart Contracts is hard

Ethereum is still in beta 

Hacking Smart Contracts is possible, fun, but probably illegal

Hacking your own smart contract is probably not illegal

Hacking in test blockchain is not illegal



Where to learn to code? cryptozombies.io



Where to learn to hack?
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Whoami?
Zombie Browser Toolkit

https://github.com/Z6543/ZombieBrowserPack

HWFW Bypass tool 

Similar stuff was used in PacketRedirect in Danderspritz FlewAvenue by EQGRP

https://github.com/MRGEffitas/hwfwbypass

Malware Analysis Sandbox Tester tool

https://github.com/MRGEffitas/Sandbox_tester

Played with crappy IoT devices – my RCE exploit code running on ~600 000 IP cameras via Persirai

https://jumpespjump.blogspot.hu/2015/09/how-i-hacked-my-ip-camera-and-found.html

https://jumpespjump.blogspot.hu/2015/08/how-to-secure-your-home-against.html

Invented the idea of encrypted exploit delivery via Diffie-Hellman key exchange, to bypass exploit detection appliances

Implemented by Angler and Nuclear exploit kit developers

https://www.mrg-effitas.com/generic-bypass-of-next-gen-intrusion-threat-breach-detection-systems/
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zoltan.balazs@mrg-effitas.com

https://hu.linkedin.com/in/zbalazs

Twitter – @zh4ck

www.slideshare.net/bz98
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